Making a splash

We asked Claire, Cariba and Phoebe from Ten’s cute new kids’ show, H2O: Just Add Water, for their tips for a fresh and summery look.

Phoebe Tonkin, who plays Cleo, has naturally olive skin and only needs a dash of colour for a bronzed look. Phoebe also uses lip conditioners and a good-quality rouge. “Benetint is what I use the most. It’s great. I just put it on my cheeks. But the thing I take everywhere is my MAC Tinted Lip Conditioner,” she tells us.

Fair-skinned Cariba Heine plays Rikki, and on set she was lathered in sunscreen and forced to sit in the shade between takes. “The producers didn’t want her skin tone to change, but the poor thing was constantly getting burnt, so they always had umbrellas over her,” says castmate Claire.

If you have fair skin, try a natural-looking fake tan like Nutrimetics Bronze Glow Bronzing Gel, $32.

Rikki’s style is more girly, so if you like this look, try an Aztec Rose “Spotti” bikini, $69.95.

Claire Holt, who plays Emma, has a natural beach tan, so she needs to maintain it during winter. “Bronzer! I can’t live without my Clinique bronzer,” she tells us.

Emilia is the athletic one of the group, so if you like the sporty look, slip on an Aztec Rose “Sweety” Bikini, $79.95.

WHERE TO BUY:
- Aztec Rose: 1800 665 579
- All other products available from leading department stores, supermarkets and pharmacies.
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